


To the London Transgender Film Festival, which brings you over 30 films from around the world. This is a festival
of the profound: of two-spirited people: a festival of the conscious living. As an independent trans filmmaker for
20yrs, it is my passion that pulls all these films together. I want to support and encourage  the development of
this new and exciting Trans Screen Culture, so it can continue to grow. Transgender is all encompassing, its not
just another box, nor another category of separation, it involves the whole LGBTQQIAH* community. 
We all need ongoing education and communication, so to be able to stay connected and understand each other.
I've been watching the Trans Screen Culture increase at a rapid rate over the past 10 yrs - this festival is proof of
that. Over 80 films were submitted but only about 4 from London and I question this? Universally people are
starting to become more interested in Transgender, and making more films. So why hardly any films from
London? Where are the London trans filmmakers? Or filmmakers of trans films? More development, funds and
encouragement are needed to support local independent filmmaking within the Transgender community. It is a
very important part of the film industry, of life,  the stories are out there and the time is ripe. I speak from
someone who has lived as a dyke for 39 yrs and since I have transitioned I don't feel so stuck in a fixed state of
being anymore - from something that I wasn't to something that I now am, I feel more balanced in myself, both
masculine and feminine, both male and female. My gender queerness is still connected to the Lesbian and Gay
community, but by and large misunderstood, and sometimes ostracised because of ignorance. Transgender is the
umbrella word for transsexual, gender variant, gender queer, gender questioning. It includes intersex, androgyny,
gender fluid and the binary patterns of life. This is why I love the process of filmmaking, because it's such a fluid
medium to work with and allows freedom of self-expression. It’s so transient in itself, like fluid frames, not a fixed
state.  Also the growth of Trans Youth Screen Culture in this festival is evident. This festival shows that
Transgender youth have an important voice and want to be heard. So take that camera, mobile phone, wotever
and make a film for next year. Films and film festivals help us to connect with a wider community and gain
acceptance, which helps dispel stereotypes, myths and transphobia. That is what this festival is about, to encour-
age local trans filmmaking, create a safe space to meet other trans folk and their friends and enjoy 30 amazing
trans films from all over the world. This festival is like a spectrum of colour and I hope it lights up your life and
you come away from it feeling inspired, like I have. See you there.

Col Cruise
Festival Director

Transgender is...? What exactly is 'transgender'?
What it means to be transgender cannot be explained by this one word or one category alone since each person's
experience is unique and we of course are multifaceted people. We are far more complex and much more 
interesting. For instance, I am a Transgender person of colour, an artist and an activist who identifies as both
male and femme. Why then do we usually see and hear the same things about being transgender, that is if we do
at all? I for one am bored of the limited, mostly negative, usually stereotypical representations of transgender
people in the mainstream media. I have also been impatiently waiting for stories that delve much deeper than
hormones, documents and surgery. Stories that go beyond them, to tell us real stories about who we actually are
in our everyday lives as well as fictional ones that go beyond. This festival comprises just this kind of exploration.
The films within tell us so much more than I have ever seen or heard before...celebratively, positively, seriously,
humorously, and importantly.

MissTer Scratch
Festival coordinator

*LGBTQQIAH= Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Queer, Questioning, Intersex, Androgyne, Heterosexual

WELCOME WELCOME 

www.transgenderfilmfestival.co.uk

Festival Programmers
Col Cruise
MissTer Scratch



OPENING NIGHT short, feature and ... AFTERPARTY!

FRIDAY 7th November           Doors open 7 for 7.20 start

THE BELIEVERSTHE BELIEVERS
USA 2007. Dir: Todd Holland. 77mins

From the voices you least expect comes a message of redemption and
hope. THE BELIEVERS is the story of the world’s first transgender gospel
choir- their struggle for social change and the fight for recognition in the
world of organised religion. Built around intimately told personal stories,
the film portrays a group of people who are in tune with the universe.
They challenge the catholic church and make changes to a social structure
that nobody imagined possible. This film is about moving mountains. A
really uplifting piece of Trans filmmaking and a pleasure for all ears.

++

I’M NOT A BOYI’M NOT A BOY
USA 2005. Dir: Julie Joyce, Johnny Khan, Matthew Khan. 6min

Julie Joyce is not a boy. She is more than an intense, fast talking New York
city 16yr old. She’s Trans-gendered youth who wants what everybody else
wants, to be heard and to have a positive space to live and grow.

Fri 7 Nov 7.20pm cinema 2   Tickets 10/7 cons incl.
Afterparty.

Party! Ritzy cafe/bar. Entertainment includes,  DJ, Performances, Boy Band..and more 

9pm onwards. Food served till 10pm

SATURDAY 8th November     5pm start

PLAYING WITH GENDERPLAYING WITH GENDER
USA 2008 Dir:Ashly Altadonna. 7min

Young people on a picnic learn about gender, gender roles, and transgendered identities in this re-imagining of a
1950's educational film.  The film shows how gender is constructed and a multitude of gender identities that fall
outside the boundaries of simply male or female.

SESSIONSESSION ONE:ONE: shorts program one: 
GENDER FLUID FRAMES. Total running time75min

This is a program where the filmmakers re-image gender roles and question, with playful spirits, the conciousness of fluid identities in between
the binary. The makers of these films have expressed their vision beyond any doubt that we all have a variety of perspectives, and we are all
individuals within a colourful spectrum. A great program never to transform like this again. Not to be missed!

WHAT I AMWHAT I AM
IRELAND 2008. Dir:Cat Mcllroy. 9min

'What I Am' portrays one persons struggle to find an identity outside of the 'norm'. In a society ruled by labels, Cat
McIlroy fights the gender stereotypes forced upon her from a young age. 'What I Am' opens a window on to issues
of gender, identity and the lengths people will go to in order to feel happy about themselves.

then..afterparty!!then..afterparty!!

SOMEWHERE IN BETWEENSOMEWHERE IN BETWEEN
USA 2005. Dir: Gina Pei Chi 3:00min

Somewhere In Between traces the formation of an Asian girl's androgynous identity through documenting real life
images with first person voice over narration. While the images are showing various public places like churches, play-
grounds, washrooms, and clothing stores, the audio is revealing the girl's experience as being gender bended and her
deep concern about the social construction of binary gender roles. 

DIVEDIVE
FRANCE 2007. Dir: Opie Boero Imwinkelried. 3min. 

I look at myself. In Dive, I subject my body to constant transformations and deformations evoking some type of
monstrosity at first. But as my body keeps endlessly twirling through the tunnel, the idea of monstrosity becomes
irrelevant, and the body-tunnel turns into a medium to reach something beyond it.

www.transgenderfilmfestival.co.uk

ONE IN 2000ONE IN 2000
USA 2006. Dir: Ajae Clearway. 27min

'One in 2000' explores intersex lives from a variety of perspectives and diverse voices. It reaches beyond the issues
of gender and medical treatment to connect with a wider audience on the topics of family, school, and relation-
ships. This moment in time is an historical crossroads in which doctors around the world are beginning to treat
intersex not as a social emergency, but as the complex condition that it is.



TWO- SPIRITED PEOPLETWO- SPIRITED PEOPLE
USA 1991. Dir. Michel Beauchemin, Lori Levy & Gretchen Vogel. 20min

An overview of historical and contemporary Native American concepts of gender, sexuality and sexual orientation. This
documentary explores the berdache tradition in Native American culture, in which individuals who embody feminine and
masculine qualities act as a conduit between the physical and spiritual world, and because of this are placed in posi-
tions of power within the community.

Sat 8 Nov 5pm CINEMA 5                             tickets 4.50/6.50

SESSIONSESSION TWO:TWO: Feature                              Feature                              6.25pm start
STILLSTILL BLACKBLACK
USA 2008. Dir: Kortney Ryan Ziegler. 77min

In the past decade, independent cinema has seen an explosion of films that explore
transgender issues. Many of those films, however, have elided issues of race in
regard to trans communities of colour. In light of this, still black: a portrait of black
transmen is a feature-length experimental documentary that explores the lives of
six black transgender men living in the United States. Through the intimate discus-
sions of thier lives as artists, students, husbands, fathers, lawyers and teachers, the
film challenges traditional notions of black masculinity, sexuality and identity. 

Sat 8 Nov 6.25pm CINEMA 5                   tickets 4.50/6.50

FAGETTEFAGETTE
USA 2008. Dir: Ali Cotterill.  4min. music video

Fagette is a trans-fabulous Sunday in the park. It's croquet gone gay, drag-tastic cheerleaders, and synchronized
dance, all in an Astroturf wonderland.

SESSIONSESSION THREE: THREE: shorts program two:    8.20pm start
HERE THERE AND EVERYWHERE:Total running time 90 min

From Africa and India to the Astroturf wonderland in the USA. From the funniest and the queerest to the spiritual and the important.
Documentary, music video, fiction. Activism, drag, lesbian men and artists. These shorts are sure to excite, educate and entertain.

ARE YOU A GIRL OR WHAT ?ARE YOU A GIRL OR WHAT ?
AFRICA 2007. Dir : Mathilda Piehl. 30mins

In a backyard in the township of Katlehong a group of young lesbian guys let us ask questions about their lives and
how they survive in a sexist, homophobic and often violent surrounding. Through adversities and hardship these
young South Africans bear an immense amount of hope and courage.

THE MISSING COLOURSTHE MISSING COLOURS
INDIA 2008 Dir: Prasanth Kanathur. 24min

A journey into the world of a transgender, who lived for colours, her only love.  Though strangers always stole the
colours of her life, she kept her first love by working with paint and brush to convert her thoughts to colourful images.
Rejected by family, dejected over the society around her, she tries to keep her love alive.  But how long can she hang
on to her love for colours?

EVISIONING JUSTICEEVISIONING JUSTICE
USA 2007. Dir:Larry Tung. 32min

This documentary is about the life and work of Pauline Park.  As an orphan born in Korea in a year of revolution,
Pauline Park was adopted and raised in the Midwest.  Park. She came out as an openly transgendered woman after
moving to New York City in 1997. In June 1998, Park co-founded the New York Association for Gender Rights
Advocacy (NYAGRA), the first statewide transgender advocacy organization in New York.

Sat 8 Nov 8.20pm CINEMA 5                                                 tickets 4.50/6.50

www.transgenderfilmfestival.co.uk

Sat cont....THORN IN YOUR SIDETHORN IN YOUR SIDE
USA 2007/8. Dir: Dean Hamer and Joe Wilson.  5mins

The San Francisco Trans March is both a protest against the violence and discrimination faced by the trans community
and a celebration of their strength and spirit. We asked everybody at the march "How do you define your gender?" You
may be surprised at the variety of answers. In memory of Gwen Araujo, Ruby Ordenana, Tony "Delicious" Green,
Michelle Eddie Lee, Tyra Hunter and all those whose lives are threatened by homophobia and transphobia.



SESSIONSESSION FOUR: FOUR: short & feature:            10.05pm start
WARNING! These films contain scenes of sexual natures - (R) rated 18yrs and over only

CROSSINGCROSSING
USA 2006. Dir: H. P. Comings.  20min

Crossing is an experimental short about crossing the lines of normality into Kink.

TRANS ENTITIES - The Nasty Love Of Papi and WilTRANS ENTITIES - The Nasty Love Of Papi and Wil
USA 2007. Dir: Morty Diamond.  55 min

ADULTS ONLY - 18yrs and over only.

Papi and Wil are a perverted, loving, polyamorous couple who identify as trans entities. A word they have coined
to describe their gender identity. The three sex scenes in this movie, including one with a third person, were shot
completely undirected, allowing the viewer an engagingly raw look into their uninhinited exploration of role play-
ing, BDSM and lots of hot sex. You have been warned!

Sat 8 Nov 10.05pm CINEMA 5                                              tickets 4.50/6.50

Trans Crossings - Total running time 75min

The story before Trans Entities where Papi is only just beginning the journey to cross. The beginnings that show us into the world of both Papi
and Wil in where they just start to get to know each other. As compelling as Trans Entities and an interesting mix screened together.

SUNDAY 9th November           

B3 MEDIAB3 MEDIA free event      12 - 4pm
B3 MEDIA STUDIOS: Just around the corner from the Ritzy cinema...

Address:Electric Avenue Studios, 3b Electric Avenue, London, SW9 8JY

!Please note that on Sun there is no tube to Brixton. Stockwell (Northern Line) will be the nearest tube. 10 mins
by bus from Stockwell tube to Ritzy.

Films & Panel Discussion:Films & Panel Discussion: 12 - 1.30pm12 - 1.30pm

BEING LISABEING LISA
USA 2007. Dir: Amara Stefani, Becca Louisell, Steven Bourasa, Gene Hoisington. 10mins

A business dinner turns romantic when Lisa and Jason meet.  Jason seizes the opportunity and asks her out on
a date.  When she reveals she is transgender, Jason has to figure out if he's really ready to take a chance on
love.

THE BONDTHE BOND
USA 2007. Dir: Michael Connell. 6mins

"How could you raise a transsexual child and not know it?" In this honest and compassionate documentary, the
father of a transsexual child shares his family's story - what it was like when his child came out, how their rela-
tionship has changed, and how their bond continues to get stronger.

GENDER?GENDER?
USA 2007. Dir. Joie Rey Jana Lynn Cohen. 12min

This is an excerpt from a longer sound and video collage, and has been intentionally left
visually as a rough draft to illustrate the fluidity of gender as a social construct. Gender? is a less traditional doc-
umentary and more organic and free in the creative process. Illustrates that the gender binary does not include
everyone.  This excerpt takes the viewer through Joshua Bastian Cole's transition, living as a queer in the South,
from his first T-shot, ultimately to his FTM femme identity.  It also begins to touch on the issue of MTFs and
FTMs in "women's space".

www.transgenderfilmfestival.co.uk

PANEL: Transfeminism -12.30 - 1.30 - Can one be both trans and a feminist?
checkout festival website for more details 

Sat cont....



FYI Radio- 1.30 - 2.15pm FYI Radio- 1.30 - 2.15pm - checkout website for more details

Film & Panel Discussion:Film & Panel Discussion: 2.30 - 4pm2.30 - 4pm

MIND IF I CALL YOU SIR?MIND IF I CALL YOU SIR?
USA 2004. Dir: Mary Guzman. 20min

A round the table discussion between Latina butches and Latina FtM’s

PANEL: Butching The Trans: 12.30 - 1.30 - Where Have All The Butches Gone? checkout festival
website for more details 

Back to.......RITZY CINEMA.......

SESSIONSESSION FIVE: FIVE: Feature      5pm start

L'ORDRE DES MOTS / BINDING WORDSL'ORDRE DES MOTS / BINDING WORDS
FRANCE 2007. Self-produced by Cynthia Arra and Melissa Arra. 75min

Far from the usual treatment of Trans issues, this film, through the choice of its portrait subjects - all contempo-
rary actors and precursors of the Trans'and Intersex movement in France - addresses the gender identity issues
head-on by questioning our often unchallenged societal norms and analyzing the nature of the oppression and
repression faced by the Trans' and Intersex community.

Sat 9 Nov 5pm CINEMA 5                                                   tickets 4.50/6.50

SESSIONSESSION SIX: SIX: Shorts program three  6.25pm start
TRANSGENDER..IS? Total running time 50 min

Get a glimpse of trans individuality captured beautifully in these expressive short films. Watch the scratchy ‘mad’ rantings of what it means to be
trans from the ‘Man From Venus’. ‘Felicia’ tells us what it is like growing old as a trans woman with HIV. In ‘Lonely At The Top’ we meet a trans
singer on and off stage and in their wonderful home. We hear from Calvin, a trans guy, about his swimming career in an all woman’s team in
‘Swimsuit’. We view an exploration of transition from a different perspective in ‘Stepping Out’ and ‘Junk Box Warrior’ as well as transformation
through fetish in a visually sublime ‘New York Story’.

www.transgenderfilmfestival.co.uk

Sun cont.....

LONELY AT THE TOPLONELY AT THE TOP
AUSTRIA 2006. Dir: Wolfgang Rupert Muhr. 9.42min

Muhr employs two worlds of images for his portrait: the singer's home, a small house in a suburban yard in
Vienna, and footage of performances. Images of the home and yard, made with a love of detail, are accom-
panied by Lucy's descriptions of how her private refuge works. Closeups of the singer at work, staged scenes
of her gender-bending act: makeup, lipstick and eye shadow are demonstrated and celebrated, rather than
made to appear natural by lighting and the camera.

FELICIAFELICIA
USA 2008. Dir:Tim O'Hara. 8min

Like many single seniors, Felicia Elizondo faces the reality of aging alone. Felicia's limited income has left her with little more

than what she plans to use toward her burial. Despite the future unknown,

Felicia remains positive by connecting with others who are in similar positions.

THE MAN FROM VENUSTHE MAN FROM VENUS
USA 2006. Dir: James Diamond. 3.40min

Smart, funny and generous, this experimental work tells it like it is for at least one man.

JUNK BOX WARRIORJUNK BOX WARRIOR
USA 2002. Dir. Preeti AK Mistry.5 min  

Based on a poem of the same title, Junk Box Warrior is an enchanting mesh of spoken word and black-and-
white images over a haunting soundtrack. Written by and starring Trans Slam poet Marcus Rene Van (of
Deep Dickollective), this film explores the alienation, frustration and fear of not fitting into society's gender
binary.



NEW YORK STORYNEW YORK STORY
USA 2007. Dir: Nicolas Jenkins. 7min

Breyer P-Orridge, also known as Genesis P-Orridge and (recently deceased) life partner Lady Jaye, have garnered
attention in recent years by undergoing medical procedures to eliminate their physical differences. "One of the
central themes of our work is the malleability of physical and behavioral identity," they explain, giving rise to their
merged identity. The two intend to create a new gender, the pandrogyne, a hermaphroditic entity called Breyer P-
Orridge. A film about identity and trans/formation that blurs the line between fantasy and reality.

SWIMSUITSWIMSUIT
USA 2007. Dir:Lucretia Knapp. 14min

An emotional landscape of a young trans man who gets a panic attack every time he dons a female bathing suit.
Calvin Gilbert at first appears to be a really cute boyish man, striking a pose that would win the hearts of fitness
magazine editors everywhere. As Calvin unspools his traumas around quitting the Smith College women's swim
team we see him hurtling through the water in full businessman's
drag. There is the briefest glimpse of male naval hair - did I actually see that? This decidedly offbeat short is a
visual poem to our fears and dreams of escaping the gender prison."

Sun 9 Nov 6.25pm CINEMA 5                                          tickets 4.50/6.50

SESSIONSESSION SEVEN:SEVEN: Feature                                 7.25pm start

CLOSING NIGHT FILM
TRAINED IN THE WAYS OF MENTRAINED IN THE WAYS OF MEN
USA 2007. Dir: Shelly Prevost.  97min

At a party one night a brutal murder occurred when it was discovered that the cute young
girl everyone was attracted too was anatomically male. This film tells the story of one families struggle and
their never ending love that brought them all together to see justice done for Gwen, 17 years of age, who
never had a chance, yet her spirit has touched the lives of people forever. Every year in November we have a
day of rememberence  so we don't forget the lives of so many  trans people who have been lost tragically to
transphobic crimes of violence. We close this festival in honour of Gwen Araujo and we thank Shelly Prevost for
making such an important  and brave film that will  help dispel ignorance in this world.

www.reelfreedom.com

Sun 9 Nov 7.25pm CINEMA 5                                            tickets 4.50/6.50

INSTALLATION & PHOTO EXHIBITIONS free

Reliquary 2 – Installation: Simon Croft (2008)
(Installation on screen in downstairs bar room)

Reliquary 2 uses the image of a house to represent the body as a home, a vehicle to express identity, and a site sub-
ject to social expectation and judgement.  
It documents a process of 'constructive destruction', where the parameters of the process are known but the outcome
is uncertain.  In doing so, it reflects on the nature of physical and personal change.

www.transgenderfilmfestival.co.uk

Sam Nightingale is a photographic artist

based in London .Sam is occupied with visualising the urban,
the banal and the everyday through the medium of photog-
raphy. The work that he will show during the festival will
question what it means to have a 'trans-eye' and how this
relates to representation. In particular looking at space and
place: both in terms of the space represented within the
image frame and context created by way of the work being
situated within a transgendered film festival. 

Debra Kate  
photographer/performer -  Berlin

Sun cont.....

STEPPING OUTSTEPPING OUT
UK 2008. Dir: Joe Cohen. 4min

A poetic reflection on the complexities and contradictions of transgender and a portrait of a pioneer.



MAP

festival information

Ritzy Picturehouse
Brixton Oval
Coldhabour Lane
London SW2 1JG
ph: 0871 704 2065

TICKETS & TIMES
Friday Night
Doors open 7 for 7.20 start
Cinema tickets: 10/7 concs.
includs. Afterparty
Dj’s, performances...

all other sessions: 6.50/4.50
OFFER: Buy 4 get one free

Saturday & Sunday
Screenings starts 5pm prompt

Sunday - B3 Media free event
12- 4pm- films & forums

Ticket Bookings:
Online: www.picturehouses.co.uk
Ph: 0871 704 2065

DISABLED ACCESS
The Ritzy Cinema wel-
comes disabled people.
There is lift access to
the cinema, adapted toi-
lets lower floor. Seating
is removable for wheel-
chair users.

PROGRAM & WEB CREDITS:
Design & layout: Col Cruise
Cover illustation: MissTer Scratch
Web design: prisca@eyedea.eu
Web design assistant: MissTer Scratch

www.transgenderfilmfestival.co.uk

B3 Media
Electric Ave
Studios
3b Electric Ave
Brixton
SW9 8JY
(just around the cor-
ner from the Ritzy)

www.transgenderfilmfestival.co.uk

Ticket Bookings:
online: www.picturehouses.co.uk
Phone: 0871 704 2065

email: info@transgenderfilmfestival.co.uk


